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Research published in “The Guardian”, 

London, 3
rd

 January 2005 for the Higher 

Education Statistics Agency into jobs taken 

by graduates as shown six months after 

graduation 

 

 

12% into “traditional” graduate jobs – 

medicine, higher education science and 

professions 

 

13% into “modern” graduate jobs – 

management, information technology 

 

16% into “new” graduate jobs –  

marketing and sales management 

 

21% into “niche” graduate jobs –  

including leisure and sports management 

38% into non-graduate jobs – such as shelf 

stacking and call centres 
 

 

Earlier the Higher Education Minister, Kim Howells, had 

declared it to be “a good time to be a graduate”, with 

93% of graduates either in full-time employment or 

further education. 
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Unsustainable Development 

 

 
An urban citizen of Britain, Australia or the 

U.S. consumes 50 times more of the earth’s 

resources than a rural inhabitant of Guinea–

Bissau or Burkina Faso.  If the “poor” 

countries caught up with the “rich” countries, 

imagine the pressure this would place on the 

earth’s resources.  While it is right for 

travellers to reflect on assisting economic 

development in Africa, it is just as critical that 

efforts be made to reduce Western 

consumption to ensure that resources on all 

sides are used sparingly. 

 

 

“Potential earnings in lucrative global timber 

markets do much to encourage the tolerance of 

destructive logging practices” 
 

 

from “West Africa”; Lonely Planet Guide” 

2002 
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How We Learn 
 

Alison Gopnik asked, in the New York Times 

of January 16th 2005, why it was that if 

children who don’t even go to school learn so 

easily, why do children in school have such a 

hard time? 

 

She distinguished between both “Guided 

Discovery” learning (that which young 

children do very easily) – call it apprenticeship 

– and Routinised Learning, which involves 

learning a basic skill so as to assist the learner 

to apply this to a more complex task. 

 

“In a sense”, Gopnik says, “routinised learning 

is less about getting smarter than getting 

stupider; it’s about perfecting mindless 

procedures”.  Routinised Learning is a means 

to an end.  “What makes for learning is the 

right balance of guided discovery, and 

routinised learning”. 
 

Professor Alison Gopnik 

University of California at Berkeley 

Co-author of “The Scientist in the Crib” 
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National Family Literacy Day 

“Breakfast of Champions” 

 

 

 

 

“Children need Communities; 

Communities need Children” 
 

 

 
John Abbott 

President, The 21st Century Learning Initiative 
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“Without a fully active 

role in community life one 

could not hope to become 

a healthy human being.” 
 

 

Aristotle 
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“Synaptogenesis” 
 

 

We know that the human brain is 

essentially plastic, but it constantly 

reshapes itself in response to 

environmental challenges, but that it does 

this within the blueprint of the species’ 

inherited experience.  There are three 

phases during the normal life cycle when 

the brain goes through extraordinary 

periods of internal reorganisation – a kind 

of mental housekeeping.  Experience 

during each of these phases becomes 

critical to how the individual brain is 

reconfigured to deal with the next stage of 

life. 
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“Crazy by Design” 
 

 
We have suspected that there is something 

going on in the brain of the adolescent, 

apparently involuntarily, that is forcing apart 

the child/parent relationship.  What 

neurologists are discovering challenges the 

conventional belief held until only a year or so 

ago, that brain formation is largely completed 

by the age of twelve.  Adolescence is a period 

of profound structural change, in fact, “the 

changes taking place in the brain during 

adolescence are so profound, they may rival 

early childhood as a critical period of 

development”, wrote Barbara Strauch in 2003.  

“The teenage brain, far from being ready-

made, undergoes a period of surprisingly 

complex and crucial development.”  The 

adolescent brain, she suggests “is crazy by 

design.” 
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“Adolescence; a critical 

Evolutionary Adaptation” 
 

 
In accepting that the impact of the 

neurological changes in the teenage brain 

makes them “crazy by design” it can be seen 

that adolescence is actually a critical 

evolutionary adaptation that is essential to our 

species’ survival.  It is an internal mechanism 

that prevents children from becoming mere 

clones of their parents.  Adolescence is 

probably a deep-seated biological adaptation 

that makes it essential for the young to go off, 

either to war, to hunt, to explore, to colonize, 

or to make love – in other words to prove 

themselves, so as to start a life of their own.  

As such it is adolescence that drives human 

development – it is adolescence which forces 

individuals in every generation to think 

beyond their own self-imposed limitations, and 

to exceed their parents’ aspirations. 
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“Adolescence and Apprenticeship 

forms of learning” 
 

 
Thomas Hine writing in 1999 on the rise and 

fall of the American teenager noted, “the 

principle reason high schools now enrol nearly 

all teenagers is that we can’t imagine what else 

to do with them.”  That is a shocking 

conclusion by a man who spent years studying 

the issue.  Modern society, by being so 

concerned for the well being of adults tries 

desperately to ignore the adolescents’ need to 

explore and do things for themselves, by 

giving them ever more to do in school.  It is as 

if modern society is trying to outlaw 

adolescence by over schooling children.  That 

is not education.  There is a frightening man-

made hole in the desirable experience for 

adolescence – there are simply not enough 

opportunities for them to learn from doing 

things for themselves in a modern society. 
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“What kind of Education 

for What kind of World?” 
  

Education, politicians in many lands are quick to claim, is at the top of 

the political agenda – the “number one” item.  Business people concur.  

So do community leaders.  So do parents.  It is easy to say we are looking 

for higher standards but what standards?  What kind of society are we 

anticipating, or do we desire?  How are “standards” to be achieved?  

What does being “number one” on the agenda actually mean? 

  

There is a paradox here because for most people education seems a 

strangely boring topic.  Like religion some people sense that it’s 

important, but prefer to leave it to others to practice or think about.  

Search a bookstore and you are most likely to find the education section 

in some dark, out-of-the–way, corner, and most of the books on the 

shelves will be about specialised topics of little general interest.  Few 

education books make it to the front of the store, and even fewer are 

promoted as best sellers. 

  

This is strange for there is more material now about the nature of human 

learning and its importance to individuals, to society at large and to the 

economy than at any previous time.  It’s found in books all over the store 

– in many different sections.  In fact there is so much about the nature and 

importance of learning that it is virtually impossible to keep up with all 

the ideas.  It is learning, which will drive our future economies, and 

determine what kind of people we become.  Yet the education section in 

the bookstore remains dusty and remote and to search here for a clue as to 

why education is now the “number one agenda item” is to become even 

more confused. 

  

What is happening?  Is it that education, as previously understood to 

mean schools, is simply being sidelined, and for some reason is unable to 

keep up with these new discoveries?  Has education ceased to be about 

learning?  Have we become “an over-schooled but undereducated” 

society?  In a world where the average income of citizens in the richest 

countries is fifty times higher than it is in the poorest countries, is 

education leading to a more equitable distribution of resources?  And, if 

not, how long will it be before world society implodes? 

  

In such a world as we may envisage, do we want our 

children to grow up as battery hens, or free range chickens? 
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“What do we now know 

about human learning and 

why are we doing what we 

are still doing?” 

 

 

 
A recent directive to all sections of the 

Vancouver, British Columbia, School Board 

District, from their Superintendent 

 

 

30th January 2005 


